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Chr i sto I . Christo v. Poisson-Wiener Expans ion in Non-li-
near Stochastic Sys tems . A kind of Wiener functional development of · .a non-linear 
functional with respect to the Poisson process as a basis fu nction , so -called " P oiss
on - Wiener expan sion" is considered. A method for handling the higher-or 
der momenta of the multivariate Charlier polynomials of the Poisson process is 
proposed and formul ae expressing the third momenta are derived. As a result, 
the region of ap p lication of the P o isso n - Wiener method is expanded to non
linear stochastic systems and equations. A symbolic ca lculus based on the delta
cor re la ted process (a derivati ve of the Poisson process called "perfect ly white no
ise") i-· developed. An a pplicat ion to Burgers turbulence is outlined obtaining a 
first-order asymptotic solut ion and the physical mea ning of the te rms in Po isson 
Wi ener expans ion i s specified. 

During the last several decades, the stochastic solutions of unstable 
non-linear systems as well as the solutions of systems wi th random coeffi
cients have been in the focus of scienti fi c attention due to their ou tstanding 
importance in a num ber of applications, such as turbulence, random noises, 
composite materials, multiphase flovvs, etc. After Keller and Friedmann [ 1] 
introduced the idea of infinite cascade system of equations, the main flow of 
papers on turbulence dealt with seeking possibilities to close this infinite sys
tem. Apa rt from semiempirical th eories the most famous was Millionshtchi
kov's (2] quasi-normal assumption, so-called "zero-fourth-cumulan t approach", 
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until Y. Ogura [3] howed that this assumption led to negative energy spec
trum in ce rtain cases. 

A completely different way was outlined by Wiener in 1930 (see [4]) 
applying to random function s the Volterra idea of representing any conti
nuous functional in series of integer-order funtionals of certain given basis 
function. As a basis function he chose the process of Brownian motion. Ca
meron and Martin [5] built the rigorous mathematical basis of this method 
and coined the name "Wiener- Hermite expansion". 

Wiener- Hermite method was applied to Burges' turbulence by Siegel 
et al. [6]. In succeeding paper these authors attained a number of further 
results, but it turned out that the time evolution of the kernels was unstable 
and needed a renormalization [7J . Now, it can be said th at Wiener- Hermite 
expansion is faced with some difficulties in the case of non-linear systems 
because of the nature of its basis function - the B ro wnian-motion process. 
Evidently, th e solutions of non-linear systems are well apart of Gaussianity 
which spoils the convergence of Wiener- Hermite series. 

Meantime, there appeared a couple of papers in which the basis function 
was other than the Brownian-motion process. In particular, H. Ogura [8] in
troduced the Poisson proc ess as a basis fu nction in the Wiener development 
and tran slated most of Wiener's ideas to the case showing that the related 
orth ogon al pol ynomials are th e Charlier polynomials. After him this expansion 
was named "Poisson-Wiener expansion" The privileged position of the Poi
sson process in modelling th e non-linear stochastic processes has been only 
recently shown by the author in [9]. 

The present paper se ts forth to expose some further properties of 
the Charli er polynomials of Poisson process and to outline a way of appli
cation of Poisson- Wiener series displaying their unmatched performance in 
non-linear systems. 

(1.1) 

1. POISSON PROCESS AND DELTA-CORRELATED PROCESS 

The following singular random process 

f(t) = 

where the random points tk occur in accordance with the Poisson probabi
lity law is a particular case of the so called shot-effect random process. The 
probability to find x impulses on the interval (s, t) is 

(1.2) Pn = [y(t - s)Y e-,•(-s ) 
x! , 

where y is the mean number of points occurring per unit length. In addition• 
the probability to find certain number of points on a given interval is inde
pendent of the number o f impulses which occur outside the considered in
terval (see for details [ 1 OJ). 

It is well known that the cumulants of a random variable x which is 
distributed according to the Poisson law t1.2) are given by 

(1.3) < xn > cumt = y(t-s) for n = 1, 2, ... . 

Here < · > cumt denotes the cumulant of the related average value. Respecti
vely, the momenta of this variable are (see (10]) 
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(1.4) <x> = <X>cuml = y(t- s) , 

<X2> = y(t -s)+[y(t-s)j2, 

< x'1> = y(t-s) + 3[y(t-s)J2 + [y(t - s)J3, . .. 

Though f(t) is a highly improper function one can formally write the 
following Lebesque integral 

t 

(1.5) D(t) = J f(s)ds. 
- 00 

The newly-defined process D(t ) consists of random steps with unit height 
Since the probability of occurring x steps in the interval (s, t) is given by 
(1.2) then 

(1.6) <D(t)- D(s)>cuml = <D(t) - D(s) > =Y(f - s) 

because the height of each step is equal to unity. Let now s=t - dt. Then 
(1 .6) readily yields 

(1.7) < dD(t)> =ydt. 

On the other hand , eqs. (1.3) give 

(1.8) <[dD(t)]" >cuml = yell , It = 1, 2, .... 

As the num bers of points falling in to disjoined intervals art stochastically 
independen t th e t:qs. ( 1.8) transform to 

(1.9) <dD(t) > curnl = Y dt 1 

< [dD(t1)], [dD(t 2)]>cum l =Y012dt1, 

<[dD(t1)], [dD(t 2)], [dD(t3)]> cuml = yo123dt 1, 

where '0 12 • • ·n i a Kronecer delta of n-th order. 
On the other hand the differentials of D(t) are easily expressed by means 

of function f(t) , i. e. 

dD(t )del = (( t)dt. 

Then 
< d D( I)> cuml = < J( t) > cuml dt 

and tht' refore 
<J(t)>cuml = Y· 

In a similar manner it is derived tha t 

Y012dt1 = < [dD(tl)], [dD(t2)] > cumi = <J(t 1), /(12) >cum I dt1dt2, 

which yields 
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where o(t 1-t2) is the Dirac delta functi on. Let's denote 

( 1.10) 

Then 

(!.II) < J(t)>cuml = Y, 

The last equ ations explain the name "delta-correlated" for the pro cess f(t)· 
Since the multivariate cumulants (the higher-order correlation functions, 
according to [!OJ) a re delta functions, then the higher order multispectra of 
f(t) are constants. This enables one to name f(i) "perfectly white noise", as 
it was done in [llJ. 

2. CHARLIER POLYNOMIALS 

As it has been mentioned above, Came ron and Martin [5] developed 
Wiener's ideas on a more rigorous g round. They proved that the needed 
polynomials in Wiener expansion are the multivariate Hermite polynomials. It 
was related to Gaussian probability-distribution function of the Wien er pro
cess (Brownia n-motion process) employed there. The success of the Wiener -
Herm ite expans:on was so significan t (for bi bliogra phy see [ 12]) that it took 
more than 20 years to come to employing other basis functions rathe r than the 
Wiener process. It was H. Ogura [8] who pointed out that the general theo
rem of (5] can be also applied to a development based on the Poisson ran
dom process. He found out that the related polynomials are the multivariate 
Charlier polynomials and coined the name Poisson-Wiener expansion. 

A Charlier polynomial of n-th degree associated with the Poisson distri
bution with mean y is defined [13] by 

(2. I) Pn(X; y) = J(x; y)- 1( - i111)j(x-n; y), 

where 11 indicates the difference operator L1f(x) -:_.J(x + I )- f(x). Using the 
displacement operator Sf(x) :::::=j(x-1), a recurrence formula 

(2.2 J Pn(x; Y) ·= [~ S-1 ] Pn-l(x; Y) 

follows from (2. 1 ). Being reminded that p0(x, y) = 1, the repeated use of 
(2.2) gives a representation for Pn: 

(2.3) 
[

X II 

Pn(x; Y) = .:yS - 1 J .1. 
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The exr- licit representation for p, is gi ven by the binomial expansion of the 
right-hand side of (2.3): 

(2.4) p,(x ; Y) = j; (-- !)"- ;( n \ (xS); . 1 = Z ( - 1)"-1 ( ~~ )\~;~ , 
, = O r ) Y i= O t y' 

where x<il -"= x(x - - 1 ) ... (x - i + 1) __ -c: (xS)1 • I. 

(2.5) 

The first few polynomials are 

Po(X; y) = 1, 

) 
X 

Pl (x ; y = - - 1' 
y 

(
. . . x (x - 1) x 

Pz x, Y) = -~.,-- - 2 - +1, 
Y" y 

pix; y)= x(x - 1) .<x-_?2 - 3 -'Y (. r ~ 1) + 3 ~ - 1' 
y3 y2 y 

etc. The orthogonality rela tion 

00 

(2.6) .£ p, (x; y)pm(X; y)j(x ; Y) =-- < p,.(x; y)pm(X ; y ) > = CnmY-n 11! 
X= O 

can be proved using summation by parts [14]. Further, it is easi ly shown 
that 

(2.7) \' p 1(x; ; y)p1(xj ; y)p1(xk; y)j (x ; y) =y-2 ~(x;, Xj, Xk)· 
X= O 

Although it is not considered in the literature, the last property of Charlier 
polynomials is of outstanding importance, pl:tying a decisive role in non
linear systems. Eq. (2.7) enables one to couple the equat ions for the third 
momenta on the "third" level with no need to attract fourth cumulants or 
fourth momenta. 

In the same way can be derived 

(2.8) <p1(x1; Y)Pl(Xz; y)pl(x3; y) P t(x4; Y) > = y-B ~(xl , Xz, X3 , x,) 

+y-2[~(xl> Xz)~(x3, x4) + ~(x 1 , x3)~(x2 , xJ+~(x11 x,)~(xz, x3)]. 

It is fmportant to stress here the parallel between the Wiener- Hermite ex
pansion and Charlier polynomials. Namely, when y?P I, i. e. when a lot of 
points occur in unit interval, then the first term in (2.8) becomes less im
portant than th e second one and, in fact, (2.8) approaches the respecti ve 
formula for the Hermite polynomials of the Brownian motion process. This 
means that the Pois1on- Wiener development is in some sense more gene
ral tha n the Wiener- Hermite one and the latter is a limiting case of the 
form er. The converse is not true and that is why certain processes which 
are close to the Poisson process cannot be successfully approximated by 
Wiene r- Hermite sHies. In fact the higher order terms (kernels) tend to 
infini ty in order to satisfy non-linearity or to attain Poisson shape. At the 
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time th e Poisson- Wiener series contains the required order of the respec
tive terms by definitio n (see eq . (2.8)). 

3. MULTIVARIATE CHARLIER POLYNOMIALS 

The de fin ition of Charlier polynomials ca n be generalized for many 
vari <~ bl es in a sim ilar manner as it was done for the Hermi te polynomials 
of mJny vari-1bles [!OJ. Introd ucing the Poisson distribution of s variables 
0f means Ys 

(3. I ) }·ex ,, . YL·· •. , Ys) = rr· e - 'l; y/',· J , ••• , ' ' s ' 
1 ~ 1 X;, 

one cil n define (see [8 ]) 

(3.2) 

An equ iv a l e n ~ f Jr,nul 3tion is the following 

(3.3) 

=j(x1, •• • , x. ; y1, ••• , yJ - 1 fJ{S;,,- l )j(x1, •• • , x.; Yt,· · ., Ys), 

where th e o;:>e ra tor:; ,. or S; are applied to variable x,.. For the sake of 
simplicity the paril meters y1 . .. , Ys are often suppressed in j and p<nl. It 
shou ld be men tioned tha s, th e number of variables in (3.1) can be arbi
trarily large. 

Since the operators 5 1 commute, p<nl is symmetric with respect to 
its n variables. The recur rence formula 

(3.4) rxin ] (n) '· '. _ _ . _ (n-1) ·. . p (x,, .... x , ) - S, 1 p {-\,,, .. . , x , 1) 
11 LYi

11 

11 n-

is deri ved in the same way as for the polynomials of a single variable. Res
pect ively, 

(3.5) 

The explicit representation reads 

(:1.6) p <"l(x;,, . . . , X;n ; y;,, . .. , Y;) 

Y;, · · · Ytn 

- E 
(n ,n-1) 
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+ . + 

This expression does not show the symmetry of pU'> with respect to its n 
variables. Being reminded of certain obvious properties of Kronecer 
deltas, however, one can easily resurrect the sy mmetry. Th e first few polyno-
mials are 1 

(3.7) p<0>(x; y) = 1, 

p(l>(x; y) =~ - 1, 
y 

The most important feature of a multinriate Charlie r polynomial is, per
haps, that it can be written as a prod uct of several Charlier polynomials of 
a single variable, e. g., 

Ps(xJ , i = J=k; 

(3.8) pl3>(x;, x;, xk) = P2(x;) P1(xk) , i = j , i t=k; 

4. AVERAGE CHARAGTERISTICS 
OF MULTIVARIATE CHARLIER POLYNOMIALS 

The following orthog onality relation holds for p<">: 

( 4.1) < p<">(x;, , . .. , x,) y;,, . . . , Y;,; p<m>(xJ,, . .• , x j
111

; Y;,, ... , Y;,J > 

- I ~ "" - --· Onmu .. , 
Yj,• . ·Yh, I} 

where brackets denote the average with respect to the distribution (3.1) 
while o'!. equals the sum of all dis tinct products of n Kronecer deltas of the 

I} 

fo rm oivh"' i = (i~> ... , im), }=(}1, • •. , j,), all iv and }1~ occurring only once in 
each product. Thertfore o;~ con tains n l terms. For example 
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(4.2) 

Relation ( 4.1) was proved by means of summation by parts in [R]. In the 
present paper it is derived from a different point of view which can be 
easily generali zed for the products of more than two polynomials. Let n ~m 
and let also i 1, i2, ••• , i" be all different. Then eq. (3.8) gives 

(4.3) 

Being reminded that < p<1>(x;,.) > = 0 one finds that at least one of the first
order polynomials on the right-hand side of (4.3) remains unmatched by a 
responsible polynomial from p<m> if m < n, which reduces the average (4.1) to 
zero. The on ly case when this average deviates from zero is when m = n. 
Maki ng use of (2.6), we derive : 

n 

( 4.4) n .. ,. 
< p<")p(") > = L) <p<O(x; )p<O(xj,) > =~-oi;_· - , 

(n,ll) v = 1 Y · 'Yi, • • • 'Yin 

Here all distinct combinations are accounted for in which iv and j 11 occu r 
only once in each product. It is obvious that ( 4.1) and ( 4.2) are essentially 
the same. 

The most important property of Charlier polynomials which makes them 
differ significantly from the Hermite set is the special type of their third 
momenta (see (2.7)). The latter is characteristic of the multivariate Charlier 
polynomials, too. Let's denote 

(4.5) ¢mnl _ < p(n)( X \'. ) p(m)( \' \' . ) p<ll(x \' ) > - ;, , .•. , ¥ 1n ·)1 , . •• ,.lm k, , .•• , "' k / • 

Without losing any generality only the case n~m~1 can be considered. In 
addition, it is required that n +m ~1, since the order of the product p <n>p<m> 
is n+ m, i. e. it is a sum of polynomials of order up to n +m. The latter 
means tha t ( 4.5) is red uced to a sum of binary products of polynomials of 
different orders: I and l'~m+n respecti vely, and the averages of these pro
ducts are equ al to zero when I' < 1. 

Once again k ;. should be al different, as well as all i1, and all.iw The major dif
ference between the case of second momenta (eq. 4. I)) and the case of 
third momenta is tha t in the latter one the nonzero averages can be obtained 
not only from the pair combinations of type (4.4) but also from the triple 
products of first -order polynomials. In order to assess the number of the latter, 
¢ mni Is displayed in the · form 

(4.6) ¢mnl = <p(ll(xk,) . .. pCn(xkm)P(l)(Xkm+!) · · · p<n(x k) 

·-- -- - I terms --- ~I 

X p<l)(Xj,) .. . pP>(x jm) pP >(x;, ) ... p(l >(x; l- m) 
I~~ m te rms -~- _ _ 1- m terms __ _ 

X pP>(xil- m+ t) · · · p(l l( x,.n) > · 
~ n+ m-1 terms ____ I 

Now, the terms which·' are on the same vertical line are to be combined 
together and averaged, i. e. 
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n+m-t 21-n-m 

<l>t =..E TJ <p(ll(xk '-)p<1l(x.i)P(ll(x;)> l_~ < p(ll(xk'-' )p(ll(xy ) >, 

when n + m = l one has a sum of double products, while fo r m+ n= 2l the 
products are ~ntirely comprised of triplets. The full number of such combi
nations (the number of components of the above sum) is 

(4.7) N _ /!m!n! 
1 -(/ - m)! (/ -n)! (m +n-l)! 

Finally, 

(4.8) 
o" +m- 1 () 21-n- m 

<P =..E --- ijk .i'k' -
l N (y y )~ ( - y) ' 1 k, • • • kn +m- 1 Ykn +m- 1+ I , . • • I 

wh ere 

{ 

(km +n-1+1, ... kt) 
k = (kl•• .• , km +n-1 ), k ' = . 

vamshes when 

for l ~m+n- 1+ 1, 

l<m + n- l+ l; 

J=CJ1 ,· • ., .im+n-1), / = CJJ-m-n+l ,. • ., Jm, it,• • ., i J- m); 

i =' {(in +m-1+ 1 , .•. ,in) for n~n+m-1+ 1, 

vanishes for n<n +m-1+ 1. 

In the same way can be treated the other contributors in <P which are 
obtained by reducing the ' number of triplets in (4.6), e. g., 

( 4.9) <Pz = <p(ll(xk.). . . p<O(xkm_1) p(ll(x k,,.) . .. p(ll(x k1)p< 'l(xj,;) 
I I+ 1 terms _ _ _ __ _ 

X p(l) (Xj, ) .. . p(IJ (xj, ) p(ll (x;, ) ... p(ll(x,.1_
111

+2 ) 
: __ m - J terms f_ l- m+ 2 terms ___ _ 

X (I) ( - ) (1) ( . ) p xiJ-m + 3 .. . p x,n >. 
f __ n+m-1-2 terms 

Once again, it is easily proved that the number of terms in this sum is 

N = _ __ j!_±__l-'-)_! _n_! :-:-(-:-m-:-- - 1-'-)_! ---::--::--: 
2 (/+ 2 - m) !(/-m+l )!(n + m - / - 2)! 

Respectively, eq. (4.9) is meaningful only when m+ n ~1+ 2. For instance, 
when l = m=n= 2 one has N2 = 6 which is easily verified directly. 

It seems there is no necessity to give all the explicit formulae of type 
(4.9). It is only necessary to assess here the powers of the products of gam
mas entering the related averages. For example, Cl)2 consis ts of the 
product of gammas of degree ( - m - n + 1 ), <P3 - of ( - m- -n+ 2), when it 
exists, etc. 

The first few third momenta are 
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( 4.1 0) 

ou1o53 o_mooz o5~no34 o531o42 
= - 2-- + -~- + - 2 + - 2-

Y4Yo Yfto Y5Y4 Y5YJ 

<p<2l(xb x2)p<2l(x3, xJp <2l(x5, xo)> 

a53l o642 + o532o641 + o,-,41 o632 + ofi42o631 
y~y; 

+ ouoz6o35 ±_o J 5o26~4_+_ol4o2o~36 + o1no2403o + oto02_~35 + ~wOz5034 . 
Y4YoYn 

5. ORTHOGONAL FUNCTJONALS OF POISSON PROCESS 

It is convenient to introduce the following set of polynomials 

in the place of the original Charlier set [ 8]. 
If now the set of Poisson variables X; are considered as increments of 

a g iven stationary in the strict sense Poisson process, i. e. X; = dD(t;), then 
the number of points which occur (the mean s y;) is nothing but y; =Ydt ;, 
where y is the mean of the Poisson proccess D(t). Introducing this in (3.7), 
is obtai ned 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 
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c<Ol(dD(t); ydt ]=1, 

c(ll[dD(t1) ; ydt1 ] = dD(t1)- ydt!o 

c<2l(dD(t1), dD(t2) ; ydt1 , ydt2]=dD(t1 )[dD(t 2)- on] 

-y[dD(t1)dt2 +dD(t2)dt1 ] +y2dt1dt2, 

c(3l(dD(t1) , dD(t1) , dD(t3) ; ydtlo ydt2, ydt3] 

= dD(t 1) [dD(t2)-ou] (dD(t3) - o13 - oZJ] 

- y{dD(t1) [dD(t 2)- o12 ]dt3+ dD(t2) [dDft 3)-- o23]dt1 

+ dD(t 3) (dD(t1)-o3I]dt2}+y2{ dD(t1)dt2dt ~ 

+dD(t2)dt 1dt3+ dD(t 3 )dt1dt 2 }- yRdt1dt 2dt 3, etc. 

There fore, in place of eq. ( 4.1) one has 



Further, all other properties are readily translated to the new set of 
polynomials 

(5 .• ) <c<"l[dD(t;, ), . .. , dD(t ;)]c<ml[dD(tj, ), ... , dD(tjm)] cU>[dD(t ~.:J, .. . , dD(tk1)] > 

=Yl \"""' 'l>n +m- 1 'l> 2/-n-m,{f k dtk d! 
,.;;;.,; r:J ijk r:J j' k' " I ' • • • k I 
N, 

+yl+ l \""' 0~n +m-i -2 'l> 2/-n-m + •;Jt dt dt dt + 
~ i'' j"k" uj'''k'" .,., k1 · k'!. · • • kt j, • · ·• 
N, 

where I ~m ~n, m+n ~I and the meaning of i, j, k, j', k' , N 1,2 is the same 
as in (4.8). Respectively, the term of order y1+1 exists only when 
n+m ~f ..L 2; the term of order y1+2 will exist only for n +m ~ / + 4; and 
so on. 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

T he fi rst few third momenta are 

<c(l l(dD(t1)]c(ll[dD(t2) c(2l[dD(t3), dD(t4)] > 

= y2[ o13o24 + o14 oZJ]dt 3dt 4, 

< c< 1l[dD(t1)] c<2l(dD(t2), dD(t3)] c<2l[dD(t 4), dD(t 5)]> 

= Y2 [os420531 + 0;;32o641 + o5410632+ oG42063J]dt5dt6 

+ r 3[o15a26o3.( + o14o26o36 + ol5o2-lo36 + o1so24o35 

ow, for any tf E L2 (R") one can define an n-tuple integral 

00 00 

(5.8) Jn(tf) = I· ·· I tf(lt,•· ., ln) c<nl[dD(t1) , •• . , dD(t,)] , 
-co - oo 

which is called "multiple Poisson- Wien er integral" . Here c<n> [ · ] is an 
ana1o~ue to the Wiener- Hermite functional h<"l f . ] and hence may be called 
the Poisson- W iener functional. Some explicit fo rms of the multiple Poisson
Wiener integ rals are : 

00 00 

(5.9) Jl(tfl )= I tpl(t )dD(t) - y I tfl(t)dt, 
- oo 

00 ~ 

l 2 (cp2) =II r.p 2(t, t ')dD(t)dD(t ')- I cp2(t, t)dD(t), 
-00 

00 00 

-2y I I tf2(t, t ' )dt'dD(t) +y2 I I r.pz(t, t')dtdt ' , etc. 
-00 • 
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The Poisson- Wiener funct ional spans an orthogonal subspace vn> of 
V[D]. The Cameron- Martin theorem assures one that any non-linear functi
onal of the Poisson process F[D( · )] E £2 [D] can be developed in a serit~ 
of multiple Poisson- Wiener integrals 

(5.1 0) 
00 00 00 

F [D( · )] = ~ J ... J cpn(t1 , • .• , tn) c<n> [dD (t1), •.. , dD(tn)]. 
n= O - oo -oo 

This expan1lon can be used to represent any stochastic process assum
ing that 'Pn are a lso functions of time t. For example, for n = 1 one 
can consider the following stationary in the strict sense random pro
cess 

co 

J(t) = f cp(t-t')dD(t ') 
- 00 

which is the well-known sho t-noise process [10]. 
Generally, a stationary random process is expressible as 

00 

(5.11) l(t) = cp0+ J cp1(t-t') cO>[dD(t ' )] 
-oo 

00 

+ J J t:pit-11 , t-t2) c<2l[dD(t1) , dD(t2)] + ... 
-co 

The stationarity applies here since I(t) with t fixed is a non-linear functio
nal of the Poisson process. 

6. AN ALTERNAT IVE FORMULATION 

Although the derivative f(t) of the Poisson process D(t) is a highly 
improper function, in many cases it is more convenient to have the Poisson
Wiener expansion formulated in terms of that derivative. One can for
mally write 

(6.1 ) dD(t) = f(t)dt. 

On the other hand, 

f Cf! (tl> t 2)o12 dt1 = f f cp(tv t2) o(t1 -tz) dt 1dtz , 

where o(t1-t2) is the Dirac delta funct ion. Being reminded of the adopted 
above notation 

one can introduce the following set of functionals 

(6.2) 
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0°>[j(t)] = 1, 

C(I>[J(tl)] = f(tl)- y, 



CC2l[f(t1), /(tz)] = f(tl)[f(t2)- L1(tl, f z)] 

- y[J(tl) + f(tz)] +Y2 

CC3l[f(t1) , f(t z), /(t3)] 

= J(tl)[/(tz) - L1(t,, /2)] [f(t3)-L1(t,, t3)-L1(tz, t3)] 

- y{J(tl)(J(tz)- L1(tl! t 2)] + f(t z) [j(t3)- l1(1z, f3)] 

+ f(t3)[j(t,)- l1(t3, t1)]} + Y2[/(t,) + f(t z) + .f(t3)]-y3 

c cnl[J(ti\ ), ... , f(t,.) ] 

=J(t;J [J(t;, )-L1(f;1 1 t;, )] . .. [.f(t,) - L1{t;
1

, tin) - ... -L1(t in-1' li11)] 

-y{ 2_,, J(tjJ[.f(tj,) - L1(fj11 lj, )] ... [J(tj,,_1) - L1(fj1 1 fj
11

_ 1) 
(11 , n-1) 

- · · ' - L1(tfn-2' 1fn-l) J} + • · • • • + • • • 

+ Y"- 2( - l)n-2 L J( tj, )[f(tj, ) -L1[tj, , IJ,)] 
(n , 2) 

" 
+ y"-1( - l)n-1~1 /(!;) +Y"( - )", 

v ~ l 

which follows directly from (3.6) and (5.1). 
The average properties of c<nl are easily translated to c <nl, namely 

(6.3) <C<nl[f(t;
1 

, •• • ,J(t;,)] c <ml[f(t;
1 
), ••• , J(tj,)]> 

= ynonmL1n (i, j), 

where L111 (i , j) equals the sum of all distinct products of n Dirac deltas of 
the fo rm L1(t;v, tj), i = (i1, . . . , in ) and j=(.i1, ••. , )n) w.l}en all iy and ill occur
ring only once in each product. Hence L1" (i, j) contains n! terms. For 
example 

= o(t;1 -t1 1 ) o(t;, -tj, H o(t;
1 
-tj, ) o(tj

1 
-t;, ). 

Turning to the third moments one has 

=y' L L1m +n-l (i 
1 

j , k)L121- n-m (j', k ' ) 

+y'+l.l:L1n+m-l-2(i", j", k") L121-n-m +3(j"' , k''' )+ . . . ' 
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where l ~m ~n, m+n ~I and the meaning of i, j, k and j', k ' is the same as 
in (5.4), as well as i", j " , k" , j "' , k'" and so on. For example 

(6.5) 

(6.6) 

(6.7) 

= y2[o(tl-t3)o(tz - t4)+o(tl - t4)o(tz- t3)], 

< C(l>[f(tl)]CC2>[f(tz), f(t3)] CC2>[f(t4), f(to)J > 

=Y2[o(t4 -tz)o(t4 -t1)o(t5-t3) + o(t4- ta)o(t4 -t1)o(t5- t2) 

+ o(t5 - tz)o(t ;; - t1)o(t4 -t3) + o(t 5- t3)o(t5- t1)o(t4- t2)], 

<CC2>[f(t1), f(t2)] CC2l[f(t3), f{t-i)jC(2l(f(t.;), f(t6)]> 

= y2[o(t 6-t+)o(t 6 - t2)o(t5 - t3)o(t5 - t1) 

+ o(ttl- t4)o(t6- t1)3(t5- ta)o(t5 - lz) 

+ o(t6 -t3)o(t6 -t2)o(t5 -t4)o(t5- rl) 

+o(t6- t3)o(t6- t1)o(t5 -t4)o(t5 -tz)] 

+y3[o(tl - t4)o( tz- t6)o(t3 -t5) + oCt1 -t5)o(t2-t6)o(ts- t4) 

+ o(t1-t4)o(t2- t")o(t3 - t6) + o(t1- t5)o(t2 - t4)0(ta -ts) 

+ o(tl-t6)o(tz- t+)o(t3-t5) + o(tl - t6)o(tz - to)o(ta- t4)]. 

Once again the connection with the Hermite-Wiener functionals can 
be trac ed. Indeed, for y~ 1 the second term on the right-hand side of (6.7) 
prevalis on the first one. At the time the second term is identical with that 
of the expression for the Wiener- Hermite third momentum. 

The expression for a stationary in strict sense random process can be 
translated into a new set of fu nctionals, namely, 

00 

(6.8) f(t)=K0 + J K 1(t-t')CC1>[f(t1)]dt1 

- oo 

00 

+ f JKz(t - 111 t-lz)CC2l[f(tt), /(t2)] dt1dt2 
-oo 

00 

+ J J J K3(t - tt, f - tz, t - ta)CC3> [f(t1), f(t 2 ), f(t 3)]dt1dt2dt 3 

- oo 

+ . . . 

The latter is a direct analogue and a corollary from ( 5.11 ). Here it should be 
noted that (6.8) is not rigorous enough, but it significant ly facilitates the 
handling of the proposed technique. It should be understood as a symbolic 
calculus, while the rigorous basis is in section 5. 
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7. ORTHOGONAL DEVELOPMENT OF NON-LINEAR SYSTEMS 
IN SERIES OF POISSON-WIENER FUNCTIONALS 

As has been mentioned above, the present techniq ue Is developed to attack 
essentiaily non-linear systems whose stoc hasticity is provided by an insta
bi lity or is due to random coefficients. Fo r this purpose it is necessary to 
develop the ralated mathematical background. Let u and v be two homoge
neous in the strict sense random functions of variable x. They may depend 
also on some other parameters, e. g. the time t. These functions can be de
veloped into the following series 

00 

(7.1) cp =K8'(a) + f Kf(X-~; a:)C(I>[!(~)jd~ 
- 8 

co 

+ J J Kr(x-~1> x-~z; a:)C(2)[!C~1), j(~z)]d~ld~z+ . . . , 

where cp is either u or v and o: is the vector of parameters. 
Let now u and v be two unknowns which are to be estimated from cer

tain non-linear system. The idea of the proposed method is in multiplying 
the basic system by C<0>, C(l> [f(O)], C<2> [j(O), f(z)] etc. and averaging in 
order to obtain a system for the kernels K0 , KJ> K2, •••• For doing this one 
needs the fo llowing form ulae : 

(7.2) 

co 

< GO>[f(O)]cp> = J Kf(x- ~; a:)<CO>(J(~)JCO>[f(O)J > d~ 
-co 

co 

=y jK((x-~ ; a:)o(~)d~ = YK'f(X; o:), 
- co 

< C<2>[j(O), f(z)]:p > = Y2[Kf(x, x-z ; a:) + Kr(x-z, x; a)] 

=2y2Kr(x, x - z ; o:), etc. 

The last equality is true because of the obvious symmetry of the multiva· 
riable kernels Kn(x1 , . • • , x") with respect to their arguments which is a 
corollary from the symmetry of the multivariate Poisson - Wiener func
tion als. 

In the same fashion are treated the derivatives of cp with respect to the 
parameters a, 

(7.3) 

< COl[f(O}]Va'i!> = YVaK j (x ; a), 

< C<2l[f(O), f(z)Jv ~cp > = 2y2v aKf (x, x - z ; a), etc. 

The derivative of cp with respect to the random varia~le x is 
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~~ = j :~ Kf(x-~; o:)C(Il(J@]d~ 
- oo 

where YJ denotes the random argument of K1(YJ; a:) and 1)11 1Jz denote the 
fi rst and the second random argument of K 2(1J1 , 1) 2 ; a:), respectively, and so 
on. Then 

(7.4) < c <o> a<p > = Q, 
OX 

ail aKyi aKr(x; a) 
< C<O[f(O)Ja >=y ~ =Y ---~ • 

X aT) !,, =X ax 

= 2y2 t~ Kf (x, x-z ; a:), etc. 

Proceeding furthe r, fo r the second derivatives it is obtained that 

(7.5) 
a• < C<0) · cp > = 0 ax2 , 

All the above formulae are essentially similar to those for Wiener
Hermite functionals (see [6]). The crucial difference occurs when non linear 
terms are averaged, namely, 

00 

(7.6) < C(Oluv> =K~K~+y f K';(~; oc)K~(~; a)d~ 
- 00 

00 

+ 2! Y2 f f K~(~l• ~2; o:)K~(~l• ~2; o:)d~1d~2+ . .. 
-00 
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(7.6") 

(7.6"') 

< C<2>[J(O), f(z)]uv > = 

=y2{K~(x)Kr(x-z) +Kf(x)K~(x-z) 

+2! [K~K~(x, x-z)+K0 K~(x, x-z)] 

+2! [Kr(x ) +Kr(x -z)]K~(x, x-z) 

+ 2! [Kr(x) -Kr(x- z)]K~(x, x-z) 

+(2!)2K~(x, x-z)K~(x, x-z)}+y3{. . }+ . 

< C(J)[/(0), f(z), f(y)]uv > =Y~{ ... }+ . . 

Formulae (7.6') - (7.6" ') feature the most important property of the 
Poisson~Wiener expansion: the ability of representing the non-linear cha
racter of the system on eac h level (for each kernel). Specifi cally, the average 
< c<n>uv > consists of the product K~ K;, along with the other terms. Comple
tely different is the case of Wiener- Hermite expansion where the non
linearity affects the equation s for the kernels on ly throug h the higher-order 
terms. In some sense, the Poisson-Wiener expan sion leaves the system 
"nonlinearl y closed". 

The Poisson- Wiener expansion possesses a clear physi cal meaning. The 
zero-order tum gives the average value. The first-order term is the res
ponse of a non-linear instab le system to a disturbance when the evolution 
of the latter is not affected by the presence of other disturbances. This case 
is possible when the system is near the threshold of instability and the 
eddies which appear due to instability are stable themselves, i. e. a new 
pattern can develop only af ter the previous one is nearly decayed. This is 
also the case with dilute suspensions and composite materials. The sec ond 
order term is responsible for the interact ion of the evolving eddies when 
only pair-interaction is taken into account. The third order term accounts for 
the triple interaction, etc. 

Here it is to be reminded that the first· order term in Wiener- Hermite 
expansion accounts for Gaussianity while the higher-order terms are respon
sible for the deviation from Gaussianity. The latter has no c lear physical mean
in g being purely mathem atical approximation. 

The Poisson- Wiener expansion is most desirable when the concentra
tion y of the eddies is low. Then it is reasonable enough to cut off the 
series even after the first-order term. In addition, this is the most frequent ly 
enco untered in Nature case. 

8. CALCULATI~G THE MAIN STATISTICAL PROPERTIES 
ON THE BASIS OF POISSON - WIENER EX PANSION 

Let the homogeneous in the strict sense random function u be expand ed 
in series of Poisson- Wiener function a Is 

00 

(8.1) u= K0 + f K1(x-~)CO>[f(~)Jd~ 

00 

+ J J Kz(X-~1• x-~2)C(2)[!(~1), fC~2)] d~1d~2 + 
- 00 
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Here parameters ~ are suppressed as insignificant. 
The mean value of u is 

(8.2) <u> = K0 • 

The second-order two-point momentum of u is expressed by 

oc 

(8.3) <u(x)u(x+z) > =K5+ Y J K1(~+z)K1@d~ 

00 

+2! Y2J J K2(~1 , ~ 2)K2(z+~1 , z+~2)d~1d3z+ . 
- 00 

00 

+ n! yn f ... J Kn(~J• . . . , ~n)Kn(z+ ~l • o o o, z +~11)d~ld~2 - . d~n + . . . 
- 00 

Therefo re the energy of fluctuations is 

00 00 

(8.4) e = <u2 >- < u> 2 = y J Kf(~)d~1 + 2! Y2 J J K~(~l> ~z)d~ld~z+ 
-00 

Respectively, the coefficient of correlation is 

(8 .5) Q(z)= <u(x+z)u(x)>-<u(xj- z)><~x)> 
e 

00 00 

Y J K1(~1 +z)K1(~)d~1 2 !y2 J JK2(~ 1 + z, ~2 +z)K2(~1 , ~ 2)d~1d~2+ . 
- 00 -oo 

00 00 

Y f Iq(~)d~ + 2! Y2 f f K~(~1 , ~2)d~1 d~2 + o • • 

-oo 

On the basis of the latter the normalized energy spectrum can be calculat
ed if necessary. 

The most interesting feature of Poisson-Wiene r expansion is connected 
with the third momentum 

(8.6) <u(x )u(x+ y )u(x+y+ z)> =Kg 

00 

+y f {K0[K1(z+ ~) + K1(z+y +~) + K1(y + ~))K1(~) +K1@K1(~+z)Kl(~+ y+z)}d~ 

co 

+Y2 J j{[K2(z+ ~1 , z+~2) +Kz(z+y+~1 , z+y+ ~z) +K2(Y+ ~t> y +~2)]KoK~(~I• ~2) 
-oo 
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+ 2K2(Y + ~I• Y + z + ~2)Kt (~1)K1 (~2) 
+ 2K2(~1• ~2)K1 (z+~l)K2(Y + z+ ~2) 



+ 4Kz(z+ ~1 , z+ ~JKz(~l• ~z)Kl(y -L z+ ~1) 

+ 4K2(y+z+~ 1 , y+z+ ~2)Kz(z+ ~ll z+~z)K1(~1) 

+ 4Kiy+ z+~1 , y + z+ ~z)K2(~ 1 , ~z)Kl(z +~1) 

+ (2 !fK2(~1 , ~2)K2(~1 + z, ~2+ z)Kl~1 + y + z, ~ 2 + y + z) }d~~d~2 

+ y3{ . }+ 

which is fully dt fined only by the first-order kernel within the order of ac
curacy a(y). 

(9.1) 

9. APPLICATION TO BURGERS TURBULENCE 

Burgers [ 15] introduced the equation 

ou ou o2u --+u - =v -
dt ox ox2 

as a substitute for the full Navier-Stokes system when one-dimensional 
shock waves in slightly compressible viscous fluid are considered. Here u is 
velocity, v - kinematic coefficient of viscosity. Burgers' equation retains the 
major features of the full system, ilamely the non-linearity and viscosity, 
though it is much simpler. There are a lot of differences, too. The most 
im portant one is that Eq. (9.1) is never unstable and the; stochastici ty can 
only be forced into it, i. e. by means of random initial condition or by 
random disturbing force. Both these cases haver, ceived a vast numerical ex
ploration in recent years. In our opinion the random-initial-cond ition method 
is more suited for qualitative modelling of the turbulence leaving more 
freedom to the intrinsic forces for governing the evolution of the stochastic 
solution. For this reason here is chosen the initial-condition Burgers turbu
lence as a featuring example displaying the method. 

Consider the following in itial condition 

(9.2) u(x, t = O)=UF(x), 

where U is a measure of the Initial velocity and F(x ) is a non-dimensional 
random function of the spatial variable x. The physical meaning of (9.2) is 
a train of weak shock waves. Let y be the number of such shocks per unit 
length. Then L= y-1 is th e length scale factor of function F(x), and therefore 
the most suited Poisson process to be employed in the Poisson-Wiener 
expansion is that with a mean y. Hence the stochastic solution of (9.1) un
der the random initial condition (9.2) Is to be sought in the form 

00 

(9.3) u(x , t) = K 0(t)+ {K1(x-~; t)C(l llf@]d~ 
- 00 

00 +IJ Kz(X-~11 x-~2 ; t)C<2l[f(~ 1 ), /(~2)]d~1d~2 + . 
- oo 

Introducing (9.3) into (9.1) and engaging all the technics of section 7, 
one obtains the following set of equations for the kernels Kn: 

11 roll. Co<jl. YlllfB. , <l>aK. MaT . .. Mex. , T. 75 , 1981 , xu. 2, Mex. 161 



{9.4' ) iJKo= O. 
dt 

Without losing any generality one can take K 0(t = 0) =0, i.e. < F(x ) > =0. Th e 
latter muns that a fi eld with a ze ro merrn is taken as an initial condition. 
Thus K 0 0 which allows one not to disregard K 0 in th e equations fo r 
the higher-order terms. Further, multiply ing by Ctl)(J(O)] and taking the 
average, the following is obtained 

y f iJK1 + K o~~- v iJ2K!:__ ] 
I ot 1 ox ox2 

Being reminded that _ li~ K2(x·~ ~) = lim K1(~) = 0, one obtains 
,:- ~.I 00 ~~I_ OO 

(9.4'' ) : iJK1 K iJK1 o2K1 J ., iJ Jao [ - - 2 ,.. )] ,-y x-+ 1 ~. - ·1 -~ =2r ,..- K1 (~)K2(x, ~ ) +K2(x,~ c.~. 
vt V X V.\" v X 

- 00 

In the same fashion after multiplying by C(2)[/{0), f( z)] is derived 

(9.4"') Y - - ·---- - -l- - K1 x · t K 1(x -z · t 2 { 2 oK2(x,x-z ;t) 0[ ( · ) )) 
ot · ax · · 

Although K 2 is a function of two spatial arguments, the equation (9.4'") 
is effectively one-dimensional because the variable z plays the role of a pa
rameter (there are no derivatives wi th respect to z) 

Th e above sys tem (9 .4' ) - (9.4"' ) consis ts of time derivatives of the 
ke rnels K, and is still too complex to be treated an alytically. At long times, 
however, the initial condition is forgott en because of the dissipative charact
er of the sys tem. This rai ses the expectat ion that some kind of similar so
lution is attai ned as t ~ oo. The influence of the initial condition is express
ed only in the magnitude of y (the number of P oisson points occurring per 
unit length). Suppose this value is s ignific antly low at the initial moment of 
time. It is reasonable eno ug h then to expect that y will evolve with time 
remaining relatively small with respect to the characteristic length L = Vw. 
This yi elds the condition 
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(9 .5) E 
Y= Vvt, where £~ 1 . 

Analysis of dimensions requires that the similar solution be sought in 
the form 

(9.6) 
X 

Kt(x; t) = UB1(X), where X= -v-= • 
Vf 

Introducing this into (9.4) and acknowledging the symm etry of K1 with 
respect to its two argumeants, we obtain 

- 00 

+ BiX, X- ~)]B2(X, X -~)d~ 

(9 .7" ) }(x a:x2+ B1 ) +£~2 B2(X, X -- ~) 

= ~ (B1(X)BiX- ~)+(BI('Y.) +B1(X-~))Bz{X, X-~)J + o(E). 
ux 

The terms of order o(€) in (9.7" ) are not specified because they are not 
needed in constru cting a solution of order 0(£2) since B 2 is multiplied 
by y2 in all formu lae for statistical cha racterist ics (see previous section). 

Restricting ourselves to the order 0 (E2), the solution is to be soug ht as 
follows 

(9.8) Bl(X) = B10(X)+€B11(X)+ •• . , 

B2(X, X-~)=B20(X, X-~)+ .. . , 

transforming (9.7) to the foll owing system 

(9.9) 

(9. 1 0) 

The fi rst of these equations is splitting off from the rest of the system 
which Is an outstanding feature of the proposed method. The second amaz-
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ing property of (9.9) is that it is non-linear although it is only a first 
approximation! At the lime the first approximation in the Wiener-Hermite 
method is presented by a line2r equ ation. In some sense the proposed here 
method is "non-linearly coupled". Hence it can be expected that even the 
first-order solution possesses the main information about stochastic proper
ties of the full soluticn. 

Eq. (9.9)-(9.11) are to be solved under the requirement of L2(Rn) 
space. In the author's work [9) it was found out that such a solution of 
{9.9) was 

(9.12) 

which showed a fair agreement of the correlation functior., energy spectrum 
and energy rate of decaying with the numerical experiments [16, 17]. The 
rna jor significance of (9.12) is that on its basis can be computed all the 
statistical characteristics of u with order of accuracy o(e:). If a higher order 
of approximation is required Eq. (9.10) and (9.11) are to be solved. This 
goes beyond the frame of the present work whose purpose is to develop 
the mathematical background under the Poisson- Wiener functional ex
pansion. 

10. CONCLUSION 

A kind of Wiener functional development of a non-linear functional 
with respect to Poisson process as a basis function, the so-called "Poisson
Wiener expansion" is considered. A method for h:mdling the higher-order 
momenta of the multivariate Charlier polynomials of the Poisson process is 
proposed and formulae expressing the third momenta are derived. As a 
result, the region of application of the Poisson- Wiener method is expand
ed to non-linear stochastic systems and equations. A symbolic calculus 
based on the delta-correlated process which is a derivative of the Poisson 
process (ca lled "perfectly white moise") is developed. 

An application to the initia l-value Burgers turbulence is outlined, obtain
ing a firs t-order asymptotic solution, and the physic al meaning of the terms 
in the Poisson-Wiener expansion is specified. 
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